
New hockey multiplayer during NHL and KHL championships?!? What else
is needed for the best iPad game!

Creeng’s new hockey manager is already at the Apple Store.

10/19/2014 – Yes, it has finally happened! Creeng has announced the release of its new edition of
the multiplayer game «Hockey Legends». App has been launched at the Apple Store right after the
World Hockey Cup in Minsk, and now the new update perfectly overlaps with NHL and KHL
championships. This definitely has brought even higher attention from hockey fans to «Hockey
Legends». iPad owners are already enjoying all features of the App and in the future it might come
out for other devices as well.

«Hockey Legends» is not an average hockey manager. The App combines an amazing number of
elements which any genre competitor can only dream about. Gameplay is pretty simple – free-to-
play multiplayer which allows arranging mini hockey championships between users online. 



The aim of the game is to promote a team to the highest division starting from the lowest. It all goes
along with trainings, matches, changing stadiums, purchasing new players and inventory. It’s worth
mentioning an impressive variety of graphic elements borrowed from the real hockey world, which
will definitely please the real fans. 

In the updated version of the App players are able to participate in mini tournaments, designed for
5-7 days by the game creators. Getting bonuses and various prizes, not to mention Cups of different
divisions – is definitely among many strong points of the game.

Moreover, users are able to interactively participate in the simulated matches and completely
immerse into the game atmosphere. 

Game creators are not planning to stop on achieved and already working on the new elements. It
won’t take long for an upgraded version of «Hockey Legends» to come out, in which match
simulation will be also updated – will be added controlled images of real players, and this will be
like a cherry on top! 

About Creeng

Creeng was founded in 2012 in Finland and has already launched 3 games. Founders of the
company, Alexey Zerkin and Teemu Korhonen – are real hockey fans. No wonder why they pay
special attention to the hockey theme. Creeng is seriously focused on the markets where hockey is a
national sport, such as Russia, USA, Canada, Finland and many.


